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Figure A1-1. Visual walk through of the basic MESS approach.   
 
# Basic Script for Running the MESS Analysis 
# Christopher J. Patrick & Lester L. Yuan 
# Texas A&M University Corpus Christi 
# March 6, 2017 
 
########################################################################################## 
########################################################################################## 
# Functions 
 
# Functions for geographic distance among sites 
ReplaceLowerOrUpperTriangle <- function(m, triangle.to.replace){ 
   # If triangle.to.replace="lower", replaces the lower triangle of a square matrix with its upper triangle. 
   # If triangle.to.replace="upper", replaces the upper triangle of a square matrix with its lower triangle. 
 
   if (nrow(m) != ncol(m)) stop("Supplied matrix must be square.") 
   if      (tolower(triangle.to.replace) == "lower") tri <- lower.tri(m) 
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   else if (tolower(triangle.to.replace) == "upper") tri <- upper.tri(m) 
   else stop("triangle.to.replace must be set to 'lower' or 'upper'.") 
   m[tri] <- t(m)[tri] 
   return(m) 
} 
 
GeoDistanceInMetresMatrix <- function(df.geopoints){ 
   # Returns a matrix (M) of distances between geographic points. 
   # M[i,j] = M[j,i] = Distance between (df.geopoints$lat[i], df.geopoints$lon[i]) and 
   # (df.geopoints$lat[j], df.geopoints$lon[j]). 
   # The row and column names are given by df.geopoints$name. 
 
   GeoDistanceInMetres <- function(g1, g2){ 
      # Returns a vector of distances. (But if g1$index > g2$index, returns zero.) 
      # The 1st value in the returned vector is the distance between g1[[1]] and g2[[1]]. 
      # The 2nd value in the returned vector is the distance between g1[[2]] and g2[[2]]. Etc. 
      # Each g1[[x]] or g2[[x]] must be a list with named elements "index", "lat" and "lon". 
      # E.g. g1 <- list(list("index"=1, "lat"=12.1, "lon"=10.1), list("index"=3, "lat"=12.1, "lon"=13.2)) 
      DistM <- function(g1, g2){ 
         require("Imap") 
         return(ifelse(g1$index > g2$index, 0, gdist(lat.1=g1$lat, lon.1=g1$lon, lat.2=g2$lat, lon.2=g2$lon, units="m"))) 
      } 
      return(mapply(DistM, g1, g2)) 
   } 
 
   n.geopoints <- nrow(df.geopoints) 
 
   # The index column is used to ensure we only do calculations for the upper triangle of points 
   df.geopoints$index <- 1:n.geopoints 
 
   # Create a list of lists 
   list.geopoints <- by(df.geopoints[,c("index", "lat", "lon")], 1:n.geopoints, function(x){return(list(x))}t ) 
 
   # Get a matrix of distances (in metres) 
   mat.distances <- ReplaceLowerOrUpperTriangle(outer(list.geopoints, list.geopoints, GeoDistanceInMetres), "lower") 
 
   # Set the row and column names 
   rownames(mat.distances) <- df.geopoints$name 
   colnames(mat.distances) <- df.geopoints$name 
 
   return(mat.distances) 
} 
 
# functions for summarizing diversity 
 
gamma <- function(x) {  
specnumber(colSums(x)) 
} 
 
avalpha <- function(x){ 
mean(specnumber(x)) 
} 
 
 
meanbeta <- function(a){ 
mean(vegdist(a)) 
} 
 
vardetmod <- function(a,b){ 
mod <- varpart(a, b$R1, b$R2, data = b, transfo = "hel") 
c(mod$part$fract$Adj.R.squared) 
} 
 
colSd <- function (x, na.rm=FALSE) apply(X=x, MARGIN=2, FUN=sd, na.rm=na.rm) 
 
check <- function(t){ 
vec <- c(1,2) 
for (i in 1:length(t[1,])){ 
vec[i] <- length(t[t[,i] > 0,i]) > (length(t[,1])*0.5) 
} 
print(vec) 
} 
 
 
####################################################### 
# Librarys 
library(vegan) # working library 
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######################################################## 
 
# step 1 import the site x latlon x county x watershed matrix 
setwd("C:\\Users\\cpatrick\\Documents\\Removal Disk Backup\\Working_From_Home\\Data_Sets_For_Analysis\\MBSS_SpatialData\\") 
dfill <- read.csv("commonfish_widedata_Nov.10.2015.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ",",) # 14-51 inclusive are the sites with fish, 853 sites total 
 
# Inputs include --> site x species matrix, site x lat/lon matrix, site x environment matrix 
ssm <- dfill[,c(7:56)]# taxa matrix 
sll <- dfill[,c(2,1,3,4)]#coordinat ematrix 
colnames(sll) <- c("MDE8Digit","SITEYR","lat","lon") 
 
# create a taxa dissimilarity matrix 
fb <- vegdist(ssm) 
fbray <- as.matrix(fb) 
 
#################################### 
# create a site spatial distance matrix 
fd <- (GeoDistanceInMetresMatrix(sll) / 1000) 
 
 
############################ 
# vectorize dissimilarity data to pairwise create a master data frame 
temp <- data.frame(unlist(as.data.frame(fbray)),unlist(as.data.frame(fd))) 
colnames(temp) <- c("bray","distance") 
temp2 <- temp[temp$distance > 0,] 
 
# creating vectors for the table 
latvec <- 1 
latv <- sll$lat 
for (x in 1:length(sll[,1])){ 
latvec <- c(latvec,rep(latv[[x]],(length(sll[,1])-1))) 
} 
latvec2 <- 1 
for (x in 1:length(sll[,1])){ 
latvec2 <- c(latvec2,latv[-x]) 
} 
### 
lonvec <- 1 
lonv <- sll$lon 
for (x in 1:length(sll[,1])){ 
lonvec <- c(lonvec,rep(lonv[[x]],(length(sll[,1])-1))) 
} 
lonvec2 <- 1 
for (x in 1:length(sll[,1])){ 
lonvec2 <- c(lonvec2,lonv[-x]) 
} 
### 
sitevec <- 1 
sitev <- as.character(sll$SITEYR) 
for (x in 1:length(sll[,1])){ 
sitevec <- c(sitevec,rep(sitev[[x]],(length(sll[,1])-1))) 
} 
sitevec2 <- 1 
for (x in 1:length(sll[,1])){ 
sitevec2 <- c(sitevec2,sitev[-x]) 
} 
##### 
# Bind vectors together 
 
masterf <- cbind(temp2,sitevec[-1],sitevec2[-1],latvec[-1],latvec2[-1],lonvec[-1],lonvec2[-1]) 
colnames(masterf) <- c(colnames(temp2), "site1","site2","lat1","lat2","lon1","lon2") 
 
masterf$latx <- (masterf$lat1+masterf$lat2)/2 
masterf$lonx <- (masterf$lon1+masterf$lon2)/2 
 
############################ 
############################ 
# Setting up the Basic Analysis 
############################ 
 
# building matrix to populate with output data 
sites <- as.character(dfill$SITEYR) 
sitecount <- as.data.frame(matrix(0,length(sites),2)) 
colnames(sitecount) <- c("SITEYR","Cnt40k") 
sitecount$SITEYR <- as.character(sites) 
 
distance <- 40 # set your distance for grain size in km “s” 
rsamp <- 10 # number of random samples “n” 
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#for each focal site determine the number of neighboring sites within the specified radius 
for (x in 1:length(sites)){ 
sitecount[x,2] <- length(masterf[masterf$site1 == sites[[x]] & masterf$distance < distance,]$site2) 
} 
 
minS <- 20 # set “ms” 
sites20 <- as.character(sitecount[sitecount$Cnt40k > minS,]$SITEYR) # list of focal sites which >= “ms” 
ssamp <- 10 # “ss” 
 
ED <- as.data.frame(matrix(0,(length(sites20)*10),4)) # create output dataframe 
colnames(ED) <- c("SITEYR","bray","gamma","alpha") 
 
# create output lists 
# empty lists to be populated 
dumlist <- list("a","b") 
dumcolist <- list("a","b") 
site <- c("a","b") 
 
for (x in 1:length(sites20)){ 
tsites <- masterf[masterf$site1 == sites20[[x]] & masterf$distance < distance,]$site2 # for focal site, list of neihboring locations to sample from 
 
for (t in 1:rsamp){ # for each random sample 
num <- sample(1:length(tsites), ssamp, replace=FALSE) # grab a random subset of size ssamp 
dumlist[[((x-1)*10)+t]] <- dfill[dfill$SITEYR %in% tsites[num],7:56] # save the specific random sample site x taxa matrix in a list 
dumcolist[[((x-1)*10)+t]] <- dfill[dfill$SITEYR %in% tsites[num],c(3:4)] # save the specific random sample site x coordinate matrix in a list 
site[((x-1)*10)+t] <- as.character(sites20[[x]]) # save the corresponding focal site for these samples in a list 
} 
} 
 
bta  <- lapply(dumlist,meanbeta)# calculate mean bray curtis dissimilarity for all matrices saved in the list 
gm  <- lapply(dumlist,gamma)# calculate gamma richness for all matrices saved in the list 
alph  <- lapply(dumlist,avalpha)# calculate mean alpha richness for all matrices saved in the list 
 
# write the output to the output table 
ED[c(1:length(dumlist)),2]  <- as.numeric(bta) 
ED[c(1:length(dumlist)),3]  <- as.numeric(gm) 
ED[c(1:length(dumlist)),4]  <- as.numeric(alph)  
ED[c(1:length(site)),1] <- site 
 
################################################## 
attach(ED) 
mED <- aggregate(ED, by = list(SITEYR), FUN = mean, na.rm = TRUE) 
sdED <- aggregate(ED, by = list(SITEYR), FUN = sd, na.rm = TRUE) 
mED$SITEYR <- as.character(mED$Group.1) 
mED <- mED[,-1] # summarized data matrix from MESS output 
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Appendix 2 
Choosing grain size (s) 
For the analyses, we wanted to use a grain size that matched the size of the metacommunity we 

used in our case study, freshwater fish in streams and rivers.  In absence of direct measurement of 

species movement in these systems, we used published estimates of freshwater fish species 

dispersal to generate our estimate (Radinger and Wolter 2013). Using the dispersal distances for the 

mobile (emigrating) component of fish communities, we took the mean dispersal distance of the 

mobile portion of populations among species (8300 m) plus 1.5× the standard deviation of the 

distribution (21 500 m) to arrive at 40 000 m. We estimate that this distance captures > 90% of 

species movement around the focal point. 

 

Choosing sample size (ss) and number of random samples (rs) 
As sample size increases there is a concordant increase in measurement accuracy, similarly, as the 

number of random samples increases there is a concordant increase in measurement precision. This 

is common to all measurement issues, however, the challenge is determining the minimum sample 

size and replicated samples to achieve the desired accuracy and precision. In this case, investigating 

spatial diversity questions, the answer will be dependent on spatial, heterogeneity, local 

measurement error, personal choice about acceptable accuracy and precision, and practical 

limitations stemming from data availability. We used two separate approaches for exploring the 

data making these decisions.    

 First, we randomly selected 100 focal sites from the data set and for each focal location, 

took 100 random samples from the surrounding region ranging in each sample size from 2 to 50 

(4900 random samples per focal site, 490 000 random samples total). For each random sample we 

calculated regional diversity measures and for each focal site we used change point analysis to 

determine the sample size at which variation in estimates significantly declined (Fig. A2-1). We 

also used these data to determine the relationship between the number of replicated samples of a 

given size and estimate precision (Fig. A2-1). This approach allows use to identify the sample size 

and number of random samples beyond which collecting additional data yields diminishing returns.  

For example, in this pilot we determined that the change point for focal sites was an n of 11.7 ± 

1.74 SD, indicating that a sample size of 17 would be at or beyond the point of diminishing returns 

for 99.5% of the focal locations. 
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Figure A2-1. Random draws from an example region to demonstrate how the number of sites (A) 
and the number of random draws (B) affects the accuracy and precision of β-diversity estimates.   
The bottom plots show the impact of number of sites (C) and number of random draws (D) on the 
standard deviation of among estimates.  The dotted line (A and C) is the point identified by change 
point analysis.  

 

Alternatively, you can choose a priori the minimum difference in regional diversity between 

different locations that you’d like to be able to detect at a pre-selected significance level using a 

given approach and then determine the minimum sample size per region to detect a difference of 

that magnitude.  We observed that at a significance level of 0.05, the magnitude of the minimum 

difference in β-diversity that could be detected declined as spatial scale increased and as the 

minimum number of neighbors increased. Across a spatial grain range of 10km to 100km with a 

minimum of 20 neighbors the minimum detectable difference dropped from 0.177 to 0.03 (i.e. an 

increase in detection precision). Across a minimum neighbor range of 10 neighbors to 60 neighbors, 

the minimum detectable difference declined from 0.12 to 0.06. We chose a minimum sample size of 

20 neighbors and a window size of 40 km for our comparison analyses with other grouping schemes 

which allowed us to detect reliably differences of 0.07 or greater (Fig. A2-2).   
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Figure A2-2. Illustration of the selection of sites with ~20 neighboring sites within the defined 
sampling reiong (red filled circles) (A). Relationship between observed difference in β-diversity and 
the p-value of the analysis (B).   

 

The data exploration results demonstrate that at low sample sizes the likelihood of a highly 

imprecise estimate may be unacceptably high. For example, the range of β-diversity estimates for a 

given region using a sample size of less than 20 localities make it unlikely to detect statistically 

significant changes in β-diversity smaller than 0.07. This detection limit is larger than reported 

changes in β-diversity often reported in the literature (McKinney and Lockwood 1999, Rahel 2000, 

Schwartz, et al. 2006), and a sample size of 20 is much larger than sample sizes that are often used 

(Chase 2007, Grman and Brudvig 2014). The analysis also demonstrates that there is a clear point 

of diminishing returns where additional field samples yield negligible increases in accuracy.  

Investigators often make calculations from all available data, however this practice, while 

pragmatic, does not allow the investigator to determine if there is even enough data to accurately 

estimate the regional diversity measure of interest. Additionally, in the event that sample sizes are 

uneven among different regions (Heino et al. 2015), then the error associated with the estimates is 

also uneven and could bias the interpretation. We believe that best practices would be to simply 

implement a constrained, balanced, sampling approach across all localities to maximize estimate 

comparability; however, in the absence of perfect data, using approaches that account for 

differences in sample size (Chao 1987) or approaches that compute the minimum detectable 

difference, as we have demonstrated here for β-diversity, would help interpret results. This is 
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particularly important for calculating versions of β-diversity which are mathematically dependent 

on γ (Tuomisto 2010, Veech and Crist 2010). Even without fully implementing MESS we believe it 

is imperative that investigators consider the implications of the MAUP and take the time to explore 

the relationship between sample size and estimate accuracy with their dataset before proceeding 

with further analyses. The approach we implemented to establish sample size informed our 

interpretations of the mapped distributions of β-diversity. Pointing to the example analysis, a 

sample size of 20 sites within each region allowed us to detect changes in β-diversity of 0.07 at a p-

value of 0.05. This estimate of the minimum detectable difference is conservative, given that most 

regions had more than 20 sites. This selection was slightly more conservative than the initial 

exploration using change point analysis, but still optimized the balance between detecting changes 

in β-diversity and retaining as many data points as possible in the analysis. 
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Appendix 3 
For each simulated landscape, we used the code below.  This allows you to choose the strength of 

the environmental gradient (Fig. A3-1) and deterministically assembles a site x taxa matrix (Fig. 

A3-1) with additional columns for the randomly assigned the environmental conditions and the 

deterministically chosen relative importance of those conditions within each simulated site.  We 

used this approach for range of gradients (Fig. A3-2).  
####################################### 
# Basis script for generating a simulated landscape and assemble communities 
# This script sets up a single landscape. 
#  Random environmental conditions in each habitat. 
# Shape of the gradient of importance denoted by the value of z used. 
# Original model developed by Minchin 1987 
# Script modified by C. Patrick after script published in Fridley et al. 2007 
 
# simulation set-up 
 
# Basic setting: 
z <- c(0.5,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) 
totS<-50 #total species in simulation 
Np<-655  #number of sample plots 
gr1.length <- 5000 # length of the gradient (arbitrary units) 
gr2.length <- 5000  
x1 <- seq(1, gr1.length, by = 1) # gradient 1 
x2 <- seq(1, gr2.length, by = 1) # gradient 2 
no.of.random.sp <- 0  # no of randomly added species to matrix 
max.fr.random <- 0  # maximum frequency of randomly added species 
#This is beta function for generating niches 
curve <- function(Ao,m,r,a,g,x) { 
 (Ao*((((x-m)/r)+(a/(a+g)))^a)*((1-(((x-m)/r)+(a/(a+g))))^g))/(((a/(a+g))^a)*((1-(a/(a+g)))^g)) 
} 
 
 
  
# species values for normal niches 
if(niche.type=="normal") { 
S1<-totS     #number of species 
Ao1<-rlnorm(S1,2,1)   #amplitude vector (lognormal distribution) 
m1<-sample(seq(5:max(x1)-5),S1, replace = T)  #location of optima 
r1<-runif(S1,min=10,max=max(c(x1,x2)))  #range along gradient (niche breadth) 
a1<-rep(1.99,S1)    #shape parameter (alpha) 
g1<-rep(1.99,S1)    #shape parameter (gamma) 
  
S2<-totS     #number of species 
Ao2<-rlnorm(S2,2,1)   #amplitude vector (lognormal distribution) 
m2<-sample(seq(5:max(x2)-5),S2, replace = T)  #location of optima 
r2<-runif(S2,min=10,max=max(c(x1,x2)))  #range along gradient (niche breadth) 
a2<-rep(1.99,S2)    #shape parameter (alpha) 
g2<-rep(1.99,S2)    #shape parameter (gamma) 
} 
 
dfill <- commonfish[,c(1,2,7,8,12,13)] 
 
RD <- ( 1/(1+exp(-z[w]*(dfill$Latitude83[seq(1:655)]-39.03589)))) 
 
x1 <- seq(1, gr1.length, by = 1) # gradient 1 
x2 <- seq(1, gr2.length, by = 1) # gradient 2 
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rand.sample.x1 <- trunc(RD*gr1.length) 
rand.sample.x2 <- trunc(sample(c(2:max(x1))-1,Np, replace = T)) 
   
A1 <- matrix(0,nrow=length (rand.sample.x1),ncol=S1) #response abundances 
for(L in 1:S1){ 
A1[,L] <- curve(Ao1[L],m1[L],r1[L],a1[L],g1[L], rand.sample.x1) 
} 
 
A2 <- matrix(0,nrow=length (rand.sample.x2),ncol=S2) #response abundances 
for(L in 1:S2){ 
A2[,L] <- curve(Ao2[L],m2[L],r2[L],a2[L],g2[L], rand.sample.x2) 
} 
 
A1[is.na(A1)] <- 0.0000001 
A2[is.na(A2)] <- 0.0000001 
 
A12 <- A1*A2  
 
#Distribution of # inds per local community along gradient 
#from beta distribution (see above) 
density.curve.1<-curve(100,max(seq(1, gr1.length, by = 1))/2,max(seq(1, gr1.length, by = 1)),.25,.25,seq(1, gr1.length, 
by = 1)) 
density.curve.2<-curve(100,max(x2)/2,max(x2),.25,.25,x2) 
  
draws.rand.1 <- round(rnorm(Np,mean=density.curve.1[rand.sample.x1],sd=1)) # random draws from beta g1 
draws.rand.2 <- round(rnorm(Np,mean=density.curve.2[rand.sample.x2],sd=1))# random draws from beta g2 
 
draws.rand <- round((draws.rand.1*RD) + (draws.rand.2*(1-RD))) # combining by weighted average (m) 
samp.out.rand <- matrix(0,nrow=Np,ncol=totS) 
 
#Sampling for random-sample-interval 
for(i in 1:Np) { 
 samp.prob<-a.mat[i,]  #probabilities of sampling each species in given location (based on rel 
abundance) 
 samp.prob <- samp.prob + c(rep(0,49),0.00001) 
      tab.samp <- table(sample(c(1:totS),size=draws.rand[i],prob=samp.prob,replace=T)) #tabulated vector of spp 
identities after choosing "draws" no. of individuals 
 samp.out.rand[i,][as.numeric(names(tab.samp))] <- tab.samp 
} 
  
rand.pa <- samp.out.rand 
colnames (rand.pa) <- paste ('spec_', 1:dim (rand.pa)[2], sep = '') 
rand.pa[rand.pa>0] <- 1  #presence-absence version 
  
if (no.of.random.sp > 0)  
  { 
  random.part <- matrix (0, ncol = no.of.random.sp, nrow = Np, dimnames = list (NULL, paste ('rand_', 
1:no.of.random.sp, sep = ''))) 
  for (i in seq (1, no.of.random.sp))  random.part[sample (c (1:Np), round (runif (1)*max.fr.random)),i] <- 1 
  simul.table <- cbind (rand.pa, random.part) 
  } else simul.table <- rand.pa 
 
 
dfill <- cbind(dfill, as.data.frame(samp.out.rand)) # adding taxa to dfill matrix 
dfill$R1 <- rand.sample.x1 # gradient 1 
dfill$R2 <- rand.sample.x2 # gradient 2 
dfill$RD <- RD # relative importance m 
 
 
 
#  
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####################### 
 
 

 

Figure A3-1. Left panel shows the relationship between latitude and proportion of the deterministic 
community assembly explained by the first environmental gradient for different values of z. Right 
panel shows the spatial pattern of the relative gradient strength for z = 0.5 (top right) and z= 9 
(bottom right). 

 

Figure A3-2. Measured (dots) and known values (black line) of relative importance of gradient 1 for 
example simulation runs of the different z values. 
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Table A3-1. Complete Tukey-HSD output for pairwise comparisons with MESS within levels of z. 
Bold values are instances where another group was significantly better than MESS. 
 
 

Group 1 Group 2 z Difference Lower Upper p-value 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 0.5 -0.012 -0.094 0.070 1.000 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 0.5 0.478 0.396 0.561 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 0.5 -0.009 -0.091 0.073 1.000 

40 km grid MESS 40km 0.5 -0.009 -0.091 0.073 1.000 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 1 -0.377 -0.459 -0.294 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 1 0.218 0.136 0.300 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 1 -0.204 -0.286 -0.122 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 1 -0.273 -0.356 -0.191 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 2 -0.364 -0.446 -0.282 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 2 -0.166 -0.248 -0.084 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 2 -0.150 -0.233 -0.068 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 2 -0.264 -0.347 -0.182 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 3 -0.211 -0.293 -0.129 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 3 -0.218 -0.300 -0.136 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 3 -0.146 -0.228 -0.064 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 3 -0.212 -0.294 -0.130 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 4 -0.230 -0.312 -0.148 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 4 -0.221 -0.303 -0.139 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 4 -0.161 -0.243 -0.079 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 4 -0.197 -0.279 -0.115 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 5 -0.206 -0.288 -0.124 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 5 -0.219 -0.301 -0.136 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 5 -0.185 -0.267 -0.103 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 5 -0.154 -0.236 -0.072 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 6 -0.197 -0.279 -0.114 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 6 -0.180 -0.263 -0.098 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 6 -0.173 -0.255 -0.090 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 6 -0.132 -0.214 -0.049 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 7 -0.221 -0.303 -0.139 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 7 -0.177 -0.259 -0.094 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 7 -0.176 -0.258 -0.094 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 7 -0.106 -0.188 -0.024 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 8 -0.180 -0.262 -0.098 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 8 -0.156 -0.238 -0.074 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 8 -0.192 -0.274 -0.110 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 8 -0.082 -0.164 0.001 <0.001 
HUC12 watershed MESS 40km 9 -0.214 -0.297 -0.132 <0.001 

Physiographic region MESS 40km 9 -0.122 -0.204 -0.039 <0.001 
County MESS 40km 9 -0.168 -0.250 -0.086 <0.001 

40 km grid MESS 40km 9 -0.047 -0.129 0.035 0.984 
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Appendix 4 
To further demonstrate the value that the MESS approach offers, we compared the results of the 

continental scale relationship between β-diversity and γ-richness using MESS to two alternative 

grouping strategies. We divided the United States according to state and by Omernick Level I 

ecoregion (Fig. A4-1). The analysis clearly shows that the tight relationship that is observed when 

spatial grain and sample size are controlled for (MESS approach) is not apparent when 

unconstrained groupings that correspond to geopolitical boundaries (states) or physiographic 

regions (Omernick Level I ecoregions) are used. These data provide further support for the assertion 

that variation among datasets can obscure meaningful relationships among biodiversity metrics. 

 

Figure A4-1. Relationship between γ-richness and β-diversity for stream fish, stream invertebrates, 
lake invertebrates, and lake zooplankton of the United States using the MESS protocol (A), using 
state as the grouping factor (B), and using Omernick level I ecoregion as the grouping factor (C).   
 


